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Preface

This Minor Research Project titled “Studies in the Art Historical Relevance of Book 

Covers – Both Fiction and Non-Fiction – in the Context of Post-Independence 

Context, in Karnataka” is the result of a long term engagement that this writer has 

held towards the notion of public art, popular art forms, the subaltern and the issue of 

nativity in art forms. Visually addressing the cover pages produced in Karnataka in the 

twentieth century avails the first possible entry to redefine the Kannada culture in newer 

visible lights, which is till now being defined by knowledge as is generated and acquired 

only through literature and litterateurs. There is bound to be a lot of disagreement, 

misunderstanding, even refusal but a final acknowledgement of this notion of ‘visual 

addressal’ of the definition of Kannada culture in general and the tradition of cover 

page in particular. My idea of such addressal is influenced by art historian Norman 

Bryson’s notion of using visual language as a primary source of defining a culture 

(French culture, in his case) unlike the general imagination of using visual only as a 

‘supportive’ aspect in so doing.  

Thus this research project about the art historical relevance of cover pages is novel 

though not ambitious for the future of art historical practice as a pedagogic necessity in 

the context of art education in Karnataka as well as in India. Also, within the defined 

boundaries of art history, cover pages are again sidelined, which makes it doubly 

marginalized, keeping in mind the fact that literature has already sidelined it, in the 

populist art journalism of the land. Again I draw this mode of engaging art historical 

apparatus in the new direction in the background of Sumathi Ramaswamy’s approach 

to reading India maps and the heroic imagery framed within them, towards defining the 

notion of nation, about India. One thing I realized while researching for this paper is the 

fact that the sources are everywhere, but are not treated as resources. The gatekeepers 

and players of the production and circulation of cover pages, the illustrators, the 

publishers, the authors –together are willing to appropriate its cultural position, but 

there is no agency or institutionalization to do so. 
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This research project was done with a lot of travel throughout the State as well as 

outside, through the years and down the memory lane as well. That which was seen as 

the cover page would hide the back page and vice versa; and when both were revealed 

together, that was not the definition of what the appearance of the cover page was. My 

research methodology has gained an immediacy through this research, has become 

more phenomenological and resembles the subaltern, yet yearns for the possibility of 

an independent approach. This can be due to the fact that the habit of writing over three 

decades has made my write up a bit too self reflexive and self-critical, but nevertheless, 

the cultural profit of reading deep into the surface of a cover page in the age of eye-

popping visuals, unearths and embalms treasures that is enough not to turn to the inner 

pages anymore.
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PART- I

(I) From mere Design to Contextual Readings: Cover page designs in Karnataka :

The cover page tradition of both fiction and non-fiction books in Karnataka, during the 

1940s, when Indian was at the verge of political independence, was in correlation with 

the spirit behind the socio-political movement; though the State of ‘Karnataka’ was not 

yet named as such. Most cover pages produced using letter press technology as well 

as their content were subtly affected by the subversive urge for the nation’s freedom, 

no matter what the subject matter/title/content of the books were. For instance, some 

cover pages like that of ‘Madakari Veera Nayaka’ would allege one historic fact over 

the other, the colonisers in general and the Britishers in particular.*1* 

The representational and aesthetic freedom that the cover page artists took, would 

take pleasure in arm twisting historic facts, or turning them into myths, that contesting 

the ‘heroic narratives’ of the monolithic historic approach as well. For instance, the 

resistance to Islamic invasion by a Hindu state would (also) be picturized as a protest 

against the colonial rule. The colonial, through cover pages, would necessarily include 

religiosity but varying religious conflicts would not necessarily be that of colonial 

nature.
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However, the current author arrives at this angle of approach towards cover pages in 

Kannada, with a self-conscious approach of phenomenological kind. The approach is 

to investigate the nature of cover pages produced in last eight decades in the context 

of Kannada culture, which is by and large defined by the literary advents rather than 

other creative nuances like the theatre, cinema and visual arts. In other words, the 

‘anorexic’ concept of art historian Norman Bryson who claims that certain genres 

of visual culture accept their marginal position and behave and function accordingly. 

The ‘landscape art’ specifically in Karnataka which is kept out of the formal teaching 

in art schools and which is the core subject of all study tours of art schools, suffers 

and enjoys such a marginalised anorexic positioning. The cover pages of books in 

Karnataka, either Kannada or otherwise, in relation to the historicity of visual arts of 

Karnataka collaborates with landscape art in such a self proclaimed marginalisation. 

This research is a work towards the empowerment of such a position, not to relocate 

the genre of cover page from its current position to a higher status of mainstream art, 

but to bring in a certain self-awareness to cover page tradition and pinpoint as to how 

this almost (often literally) marginalised cover page has a lot to contribute to what lies 

beneath it – i.e. the content of the text.  

In other words, the cover pages of 1940s are specifically today’s perception of that 

time, as we wish to perceive them through now and not as as-it-is-or-was.’ The ability 

of the digital media, post-printing technology, has contributed to this repositioning of 

and mutual exchange between historic and mythical, classical beliefs about factuality. 

Cover pages, by and large ignored till now, contains the ability to contribute to the 

untold stories of visuality and how visual arts is a largely unexplored premise/dimension 

from wherein the attempt to define the Kannada culture can dig in a lot of precious 

interventions for its own well being.

*

It was already a decade since Walter Benjamin had proposed his theory on replication 
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(the core essence of cover pages is to replicate, within which each of the replica is to 

be held as a original—in the basic sense) through his seminal essay, “Work of Art 

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (originally in German language; 1936). 

The idea he proposed, addressed the ‘fate’ of artworks due to the effect of technical 

reproductibility.

Before dwelling into the making the German connection with the cover page tradition 

of Karnataka, it is important to take note of the federal structure of Karnataka in 

the 1940s. It was still the Mysore State and not Karnataka, till 1973. There was no 

dramatic change in the way cover pages altered due to the change in this nomenclature, 

keeping in mind that the change in the title was also a certain socio-political shift from 

a stable feudalistic aristocracy to archaic democratic governance. However, by 1940s, 

the influence of the Bengal cultural Renaissance was felt in Kannada literature, which 

almost summarises the Navodaya movement of Karnataka, arresting and jeopardising 

the notion of nation, statehood etc without taking extremist position in the novels 

that emerged during those times (Consider the novel ‘Natasarvabouma’ by A.Na. 

Krishnarao).

 The cover pages of epic novels that dealt with the past, history and rural experiences (like 

‘Kaanooru Subbamma Heggadathi’ and ‘Malegalalli Madhumagalu’ by Kuvempu, 

‘Avadeshwari’, ‘Gangavva Gangamaayi’ and ‘Nati Narayani’ by Shankara Mokashi 

Punekar, ‘Bhootayyana Maga Ayyu’ by Goruru Ramaswamy Iyengar, ‘Bangaarada 

Manushya’ by T.K. Ramarao, ‘Thabbaliyu Neenaade Magane’ by Dr. S.L. Byrappa) 

that were either published or reprinted (owing to its relevance to the current situation) 

over a stretch of five decades between 1940s to 1990s, specified the path for a certain 

tradition of relational aesthetics for cover pages of epic kind. The cover pages, unlike 

the current day ones and the international ones, did not avail a space of a predetermined 

kind, in the sense they did not promise a magnanimous occurrences within the narrative 

structure inside the narrative, did not do much to be promotional in attitude but was 

more relatively symbolic and representative of what the book contained rather than 
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persuade the audience to buy it. The printing technology of those times, of varying 

decades since 1940s, cannot be read in an evolutionist manner, in which case the idea of 

antiquity, archiving and the pleasure and treasure of the past, nostalgia and the antique 

would be seriously jeopardised.

In other words, the cove pages of the epic novels in Kannada, for instance, in an 

allegoric sense, were not persuasive, but the films that were made based on these novels 

did promote a certain idea of Kannada Nationhood.*2* 

The charm of the posters and promotional lobby-cards in the cinemas belonged to the 

same family as cover pages, but differed in purpose and attitude. The way the texts, 

historic as well as mythological, reached the audience was basically multi-linguistic. 

Even this claim is done with an apologetic tone for presuming that there were already 

set media and differences in between (like the one between books and cinemas). The 

book covers were often random, borrowed, translated texts from other languages into 

Kannada; and even seemed to have translated the borrowed pictures, and the like. Did 

the publisher-author-audience pay much attention to the cover pages when the idea of 

a market for Kannada books was still a distant dream as well as an industry yet to be 

discovered? 

The now well known Kannada writer Galaganatha, it seems, carried published Kannada 

books on his head and sold it from house to house in the beginning of twentieth century. 

It was perhaps the first display culture of publications and this twins with the way 

things were sold from home to home during those times, which continued till as late as 

1970s – bangle sellers and sari sellers among others. The equation between them and 

Galaganatha’s attempt was not accidental. What was in store was what covered the 

books in the form of cover pages. People could browse through the gallery that visited 

a domestic home rather than a formal visit to the museum. In a way the art of book 

making that includes cover page designing and ideating, or what Andrea Malraux 

calls as the ‘Museums without Walls’ was the beginning point for the cover pages 
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for Kannada books. They were initially mobile in nature and later became static when 

confined within the four walls of the book stores, owing to a stable publication industry.

(II) Cultural magazines and cover pages :

The German theoretician Walter Benjamin’s theory of the fate of visuals after 

photography and the Heidelberg’s connection with Karnataka due to the former’s 

printing machines’ immense usage at the latter space, is now well known. The cover 

pages of the literary magazines were the most experimental, since day one, because 

of the lack of insecurity of economy that controlled the magazine. There was no risk of 

any loss, since there was no gain in the form of monitory profits, which many Kannada 

publishers claim continues to this day and there is no reversal of it possible, anymore. 

So the cover pages were meaningfully attempted, though not fruitfully realised, since 

Kannada culture itself is by and large literary, not visual. The tradition of cover page 

was always given a position, but never the first position. Almost every writer in Kannada 

considered the cover to illuminate (though not illustrate) what lies beneath or what 

is there within the ‘museums without walls’ (Malraux’s definition of a book). The 

literary magazines alone differed, yet fell into another categorical cliché. For instance, 

it has become a habit with literary magazines like ‘Sanchaya’ and ‘Shudra’ to print, 

reprint, republish and over-publish the line drawings of artists like K.K. Hebbar (an 

artist from Karnataka, but the one who spent most of his time in Mumbai) and artist 

Kamalesh’s line drawings of temple architecture of Karnataka, specifically Hampi, 

Belur and Helebid.

It implies that irrespective of the content of the literary magazine which mainly 

emerged during and contributed to the making of Navya and Navodaya movement of 

Kannada literature which in turn defined(s) what Kannada culture means. Hebbar’s 

line drawings and the monochromic photos of the carvings of Karnataka temples adore 

not only the inner pages but also the cover pages of books, often irrespective of the 

contents within those books. The cover pages, due to the likes of literary magazines 
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in Kannada, played more serious roles than the literary world acknowledges, owing 

to such and other nuances of engaging a visual artist’s representation, beyond his/

her anticipation of what his/her visual representation is able to do to the imagination 

of Kannada literature through literature. In this context, the cover pages, first of all, 

do not indicate what lies beneath, is decorative since it doesn’t serve the purpose of 

illustrating the content, but also becomes an alternative, a parallel and an analogy to 

the rest of the book. 

By retaining the visual aspect of a book as static, that too in literary magazines like 

‘Sanchaya’, ‘Shoodra’, ‘Sankula’, ‘Abhinava’, ‘Ankana’, ‘Theatre Mirror’, 

‘Anveshana’, the cover page images is used like a legitimizing stamp, which adds 

value to the postage. The unfamiliar aspect within, in the form of the progressive, left, 

avant garde and subversive, marginal texts of subaltern kind in the magazines gained 

entry into the houses of even the conventionalists because they were familiar with the 

already famous works of the likes of the artworks of Hebbar, B.K.S.Varma among 

others.*3*  

(III) ‘Archiving’ and ‘Inter-disciplinarity’ at the heart of Cover Pages in Karnataka : 

I have initially claimed that the idea of considering the cover pages over the decades 

as progressive might apply only for the technicalities, but still the evolutionist 

mode of tracing a linear historicity is pretty problematic due to the reason that the 

pleasure of archive of the letter press used for creating cover pages gets severally and 

severely challenged. It is also true that the tradition of cover paging in the tradition of 

Kannada publication itself is interdisciplinary, since the day one. There is a historical 

connectivity to this: Karnataka art of twentieth century itself nurtured this notion of 

inter-disciplinarity, though art school education seems and pretends to teach with a 

clear cut bifurcation between mediatic premises.  Yet, they seem ripe grounds for 

inter-disciplinarity to occur, how else can two media’s commix, if they don’t exist as 

independent media and next to each other, as they do in art schools in Karnataka? 
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The cover page tradition can be traditionally traced back to artists of Karnataka who 

did not differentiate their creative artworks from those that they illustrated for cover 

pages, mostly for mythologies. One such case is of the artist M.T.V. Acharya. His 

design for the cover pages of the monthly picture-book Chandamama and his serious/

mainstream artworks differ to differ. In other words, there was a tradition of artists 

creating the cover pages of books, magazines, periodicals and newspapers; and most 

of the creative serious works they claimed they created ‘as mainstream art’ were no 

different from that they created ‘as’ cover pages, till the 80s. Chandranath Acharya is 

the representative-artist who differs while M.T.V. Acharya represents those who agree. 

In a way cover pages began with a serious note of being serious and with serious 

notion of propagating the politics of representation, which however, owing to the 

specific history of Kannada literature and its indifference towards the grammar and 

language of visual cover pages, gradually altered, yet retained its specificity of being 

unique about Kannada literature. 
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(IV) Reading a cover page for multiple reprints :

Consider the cover page of the novel ‘Carvalho’ in Kannada, by author Poornachandra 

Tejaswi, for instance. It has perhaps gone for the maximum reprints in the history of 

Kannada fiction. However, the urgency or the necessity to reprint the cover pages, as-

it-is, did not gain the favour of the publishers. The initial cover page was delineated 

from the text, establishing a claim of divide in between the context and the cover; 

pitching it against what I presume is the inter-disciplinary ability specific to Kannada 

cover pages. Artist K.T. Shiva Prasad had drawn the sketches for the inside pages 

of the book ‘Carvalho’. The cover pages were not multicoloured, but greenish and 

monochromic, owing to the true essence of the story which occurs by and large in the 

thick of the greenery of the western ghat sections of Karnataka. Landscapes, no matter 

how factually colourful it is, tend to be greenish throughout the history of art. If at 

all there is one genre of visual art which is ‘specific’ to Karnataka and has a ‘specific 

address’ that John Berger so much speaks about, it is the landscape – abandoned in the 

syllabus, obsessed by art students when they are on study trips, mostly gifted to the 

PART- II
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bureaucrats who adore the functions at art schools. However, all these colourful traits 

of personality alleged and assigned to landscape in the history of Karnataka art have 

not been able to add on a second colour to green in landscape, in retrospect. 

When the author Tejaswi himself created new cover pages for subsequent reprints of 

the novel, he retained the green, but it was the digital-green, that seem to recur from 

the digital photographs he had created of the Western Ghats (and exhibited at Images 

gallery in the late 1990s). The author, as an artist, was testing grounds regarding the 

truth about how distanced and disconnected were the cover pages from the content, in 

the history of cover pages in Karnataka. Carvalho, some argue, is the first true science 

fiction in Kannada. The search for a winged, flying lizard in the Western Ghats leads 

a team of men, including the narrator/author, with plenty of existential humour in 

it. While being named after the scientist who is after the lizard for sheer academic 

purpose, there are too many other characters who contest to claim the protagonist’s 

role. Such a claim itself turns them so comical that they lose the eligibility to be on the 

cover even as comic characters, though inside they do appear, compulsively as comic 

figures, owing to the practice of the artist K.T.Shiva Prasad who is a painter who paints 

in realistic terms but is unfamiliar with the nuances of realistic sketching used for 

illustrations. Everything mutually sinks herein – the story, narrative, characters, author 

as well as the artist. Yet the cover page did not till date leave an impression of ‘its own 

appearance’, as to how it looks, on the cover page of one of the few most published 

fiction books in Kannada! Neither is this a tragic scene since a visual is frozen in one 

of the most celebrated fiction in Kannada, as it may sound, but reconfirms the notion 

of how verbalism predominates over visuality wherein the latter is subverted, despite 

possessing the ability to propose the fiction in a newer light, newer dimension and 

hence an all inclusive entity. 

*

The cover pages produced in Karnataka during the Indian freedom struggle gains 
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prominence because both technology as well as a socio-political cause was out there 

and the art of cover design/art could not be mute to the whole affair around it. This 

behaviour pattern of the initial Kannada cover pages was like the way the festival of 

Ganesh, a religious one, was articulated to fit in as an event to subversively promote the 

activities of freedom fight. This occurred in the neighbouring state of Maharashtra whose 

inspiration spilled onto Karnataka’s cultural psyche as well. If one recalls the fact that 

the State of Mysore delayed proclaiming a politically democratic and independent, free 

State, it was due to the convention of a certain compatibility between the then feudal-

king’s rule at Mysore (the Wodeyars) and the colonisers, especially the British.*4* 

The litterateurs, artists and other cultural practitioners under the aegis of Mysore rule 

hence enjoyed a certain restrictive freedom of expression, that affected even the way 

representations—literary, performative and visual arts (of which cover pages were 

inevitable part of)--were undertaken. *5* 

(V) Cover pages: as artworks - in Kannada, Originals & Translation :

Thus the language of Kannada cover pages at the verge of Indian independence had 

different socio-political restrictions though not influences; and they were to mutually 

segregate in the future in a gradual way. The cover pages for books in Kannada and other 

languages published in Karnataka and cover pages produced for both fiction and non-

fiction publications surely mutually vary due to the varying reaches they are positioned 

at. For instance, the original English books, the translations of famous Kannada books 

into other languages, mainly English, had artworks adopted into the framework of 

being a cover page. Cover pages of English translation-reprints of Kannada novels 

and stories like ‘Carvalho’, ‘Men of Mystery’ (‘Nigooda Manushyaru’) ‘Linga 

Banda’ (all by K.P.Purnachandra Tejaswi) and ‘Samskara’ (Dr.U.R.Ananthamurthy) 

consisted artworks by artists unfamiliar to the Kannada cultural context, by and large 

(for instance the works of artist P.N.Choyal (a renowned modernist visual artist of 

India but unknown in the Kannada context) adored the covers of the English version 
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of ‘Carvalho’ and ‘Men of Mystery’ commixed together which was a compilation of a 

novel and a story by K.P.P.Tejaswi). the painted figures of Choyal, more like Rajasthani 

attire, had an outsider, a north-Indian appearance, though not detailed on a realistic 

mode, which would serve as an alien world to the notion of nativity, if it was used for 

a Kannada fiction, be it Tejaswi’s or otherwise. 

If the cover pages of certain landmark novels, that have undergone reprints several 

times over a period of (politically changing) times are to be considered, the change in 

visualisation of cover pages becomes obvious. The content is usually unaltered owing 

to the work ethics and most books that have got into trouble with authorities of any 

and varying kind in the history of Kannada literature and literature in Kannada are 

because of the content and never for their cover pages in general. Most readers of 

Navya in Kannada are also those who are able to read it in English as well. In fact, 

the Kannada speaking crowd which is familiar with the Navya texts in original gain 

an added pleasure by reading the translations of these very texts, most in English, 

because these readers can read English better than the neighbouring Indian languages. 

The shared or spilled pleasure of the cover pages from Kannada to English withholds 

this special dimension of a double-pleasure of cultural perception, which derives a lot 

from the cover pages as well. Melvyn Bragg, while writing about the history of the 

birth and growth of English language (“The Adventure of English”) elaborates on this 

issue of how the awareness of the origin of an original contributes to a more intense 

mode of experiencing the otherwise alien connections that exists to a language (as well 

as the image that adores the discourse around the language, in the form of a book, 

which means the cover pages).

The relation between the original and translated versions of texts and contexts, in 

relation to the cover page manifesto or propaganda-like role played by the covers is 

gaining more and more political relevance in the context of Kannada. For instance, 

a visit to any Kannada book shop, today (like say, ‘Sapna’ or ‘Ankitha’) is welcome 

by the portraits of well know writers in Kannada, mostly Jnanapeet awardees, on the 
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cover pages of the books by them, most non-fictions. The same visit three decades 

earlier would have not been so much advertisement-like for the writers. “There was a 

belief that the cover pages added or triggered economic gain of the sales earlier” says 

Muralidhara Khajane, the sub-editor for Hindu newspaper and a Kannada film critic 

since last four decades, “Interestingly, the failure of the cover pages to contribute to 

the sales of the books, facilitated the established writers to treat that sacred space of 

cover page as a neutral ground which they promptly reinvested as a space for their 

own popularity, mostly irrespective of the specification of the book upon which they 

were appearing. This is a certain kind of cultural violence whose long lasting impact 

we are very unaware of.  Earlier when the image of a certain well known personality 

would appear on the cover pages it would segregate the nature of the publication, for 

instance, from the weekly tabloid to a literary magazine. For instance, if the cover page 

contained the image of the matinee-idol Rajkumar on ‘Sudha’ weekly publication from 

Deccan Herald group, it meant that there was a tangential article about him, not in 

retrospect but a context-based issue. 

If the same Rajkumar appeared as the cover page of a literary magazine like ‘Sanchaya’ 

it meant that the cover page indicated that all the writings within that particular issue 

was solely about him, his contribution and his various personalities. Unlike these days, 

earlier the cover page containing someone’s face meant that he/she was already a 

familiar, known and popular achiever. Today, they often publish an anonymous person’s 

portrait ‘as’ cover page in order to make him/her popular, like, say, the reality shows on 

television. This overall U-turn in the way a culture operates is so pointedly indicated 

by the tradition of the cover pages. This shift, I would call it as a certain time-bound 

cultural violence phase of cover pages”, he concludes.*6*

Cover pages spreading violence is always due to the way a social media has been 

propagating it. For instance, the controversial caricatures of the Islamic prophet in 

the form of Danish cartoons, is a case in point. Also, note that N.A.M. Ismail points 

out at the reversal of publication of cover pages (in essence) from television to social 
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media in relation to the distribution of Cauvery river water between two neighbouring 

states including Karnataka (and Tamil Nadu)  a case in point. Benjamin’s theory of 

reproductibility affecting art is neutralised by the art of cover pages whose very base 

is reproductibility. In an article published in ‘Prajavani’, Ismail writes that what occurs 

in the television used to be treated as the ‘cover page(s)’ for discussions in the social 

media like facebook, whatsapp and twitter. However, Cauvery water issue, that is seen 

as a divider between two neighbouring languages of Kannada and Tamil, has been 

treated in the way “the cover pages of translations are treated”, wherein the translation 

is always held to be subsidiary to the original and the notion of original is held as 

a protagonist, that necessarily dominates the translation which is treated as a copy. 

Also, this reversal of the television media banking upon the dialogues in social media 

(which compulsively triggered the Cauvery water controversy in 2016, September in 

Bengaluru) has some kind of a genetic connectivity of pedagogic kind with the notion 

of original and translation in relation to cover pages. 

Ismail, in an interview with the current writer says, “Imagine a book that compiles all 

the cover pages of the books that are translated from Kannada into other languages, 

in Kannada. The only Kannada cover page will be outside the ‘content’ and ‘context’ 

but the title will be addressing that whose visual avatar has been kept out. This is 

what I mean by the claim of ‘playing both an outsider and an insider’. The cover 

page would be outside while its content would be inside. Prof.U.R. Ananthamurthy 

has already formalised this concept of ‘horangana’ (outdoor) and ‘jagali’ (indoor) in 

some other context. If the same concept can be stretched to the notion of cover pages in 

Karnataka/Kannada, in translations, ‘from’ and ‘to’ Kannada, then the dialogue about 

the cultural impact of cover pages in Karnataka covers a lot of cultural dimensions 

hitherto unrealised, unrecognized and hence ‘anorexic’ to the local context.”*7*

(VI) Humour as/in Kannada Cover Pages :

If one considers the way the content of a book affects cover pages, it should possibly be 
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seen through the genre it contains and address. Consider the most vulnerable amongst 

them: the humour and jokes, which the Kannada writing has a tradition of but is not 

considered as seriously as Kannada theatre, by the cultural critics, who are by and 

large from the backdrop of literature. The cover pages usually is a realistic, single-

perspective visual, positioned in a tangential position of being a comic-narrative of 

a kind of collage. In case of cover pages for books on humour the liberty taken to 

split a single image into a comic strip is a curious case. Humour seems to have found 

a visual premise wherein a singular frame/composition is made light and contested 

by dissolving it or making several imagery of a cover page wherein each strip is an 

incomplete continuation of what precedes or follows, another image, within that 

particular book’s cover frame, except in the first and the last frame. (book covers of 

writers like Beechi, Kefa, among others). The humour is that it is only in humour book 

that there is a collage. The relation between humour and collage is rather strange as 

well. If one considers collage as a violence of reality, because it breaks, tears reality from 

various contexts into several and commixes them into another reality which is nothing 

but a compilation of un-reality, there are two extremes brought onto the cover in the 

form of collages, which the genre of humour alone seems to permit, in Kannada since 

because both humour and collage break the dignity of reality in certain varied ways. 

Unlike the compilation of various already pre-published cover page of R.K.Laxman 

*8* in English, very few Kannada cartoonists (yes, the cartoonists who hand-write the 

script around their pictures in Kannada, mainly due to lack of opportunity in a greener 

pastures) like V.R.C.Shekar have compiled their cartoons in book forms. Otherwise, 

it is only when the content of a cover page is on a lighter mode or when a discourse/

genre like humour doesn’t fit into the ‘serious’ nature of the Kannada cultural context, 

does the cover page stretch itself into representational-experimentations. They break 

the frames, make collages, and bring in ironies through collages. How else would one 

explain the sophistication involved in the cover page designs of the cartoons inside a 

book or the cartoon compilation of a book? 

The images inside a book are randomly chosen for their relevance and spaced and 
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composed variedly ‘on’ the cover page to make an interesting cover page in case of 

book about humour, because of the leitmotif of the genre. Collage and violence (upon 

reality) is the reason for this. Cover pages in the context of Kannada culture seems to 

have miss-appropriated this notion violence in a deviant manner: it considers humour-

literature as light as possible and hence for the same reason, considers the cover pages 

of humorous books in a casual manner, which avails the artists to be more avant garde 

in the way it is to be composed. One cultural media’s ignorance contributes to creative 

ventures in the others. There is a serious addressal of humour literature in the cover 

pages of Kannada cultural context.
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PART- III

(VII) Navya and the Existential Angst through facing Images :

Consider an example of the cover page of ‘Samskara’ novel by U.R. Ananthamurthy. 

Written in early 1960s, in England, the cover page varies in reprints and republications 

in Kannada, as well as in translation of this novel which was later adopted into a movie 

in black and white, produced by Pattabhirama Reddy. Looking in perspective, based on 

the various and varying cover pages of this book, one realises that there was a cultural-

gestalt at work, not everything was disclosed at one go and the cover pages in the 60s 

relished upon mystifying the essence of its content rather than open it out!

In other words, the Navya movement of personal probing, existential expressions had 

captured the imagination of the litterateurs, replacing and contesting the all inclusive 

epic sagas of the Navodaya; and the cover pages catered to this ideologue by becoming 

more formalistic and abstract, both at the same. It is so because the intention of the 
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cover pages to act as the face-value of freedom movement had come to a logical end 

due to the political independence gained, and the writers and artists were engaged in 

redefining who they were and what they were to do with the newly gained independence, 

even through renewed cover pages. The Camus and Kafkaesque affect was visible, 

ambiguity was the definitive attitude in the cover pages. The cover pages moved from 

stage one to stage two, with a public participatory, manifesto-like intention to more 

personal probing.

R.M.Hadapad, the founder-tutor of Ken School of Arts used to narrate anecdotes of how 

some of his students who turned out to be the most well known illustrators in the future 

were admitted to Ken school by the editors of publications who had already employed 

them but were unhappy with the quality of the cover images they produced. Also, many 

publishers and writers have admitted that they would wait for specific illustrators like 

P.S.Kumar, G.Y.Hubliker and Chandranath Acharya to produce the cover pages, no 

matter how much and how long they delayed it, due to the cult image these artists 

administered. For instance the renowned Kannada novelists, writers like Yashwanth 

Chittala and S.L.Byrappa would give specific instruction to their publishers to get the 

covers done only by Chandranath Acharya. Another writer Ramachandra Sharma 

meaningfully said that the modernist artists would create cover pages to the Navya 

kavya (poetry) and both would seem absolutely ‘absurd’ for the reader (“abstract 

pictures for absurd poetry lines” he would say). This comment captures the essence of 

the shift in cover pages from stage one to two, from the public premise to a more angst 

filled, existential private premises.

This is a stage wherein the essence of cover pages of Kannada books shift from a 

public socio political premise to existential personal probing in more than one sense. 

Cover pages from then on acquired a new responsibility of ‘repetition’ as a politics 

of publicity. In other words, the authors’ image was much reproduced to make them 

popular and/or use their already set popularity into motion. The author colonises the 

space of cover pages by replacing the ‘illustrative elements’ of the content in the cover 
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page design.

For the same reason, Navya cover pages began to project the portraits of the authors, 

not only in the non-fiction books but also on the back covers and later into the front 

covers of the fiction books, a la the international publishing house’s ideology. The 

author had emerged as the ‘name’ that sells, obviously because of the power structure 

that their writing contained. The fact that most influential authors’ students served in 

Kannada publications, newspapers, weeklies and similar publishing houses, made it 

easier for the authors to dictate terms.  

(VIII) Individual Experiments in Cover Pages :

This author distinctly remembers that book-gift-tradition that a renowned Kannada 

writer, publisher and scholar Chi. Srinivasaraju began and made a recurrent tradition 

out of it. He would choose books, coincidentally the books from Raduga publishers 

(U.S.S.R) in 1980s, which were cheaply priced and with excellent printing quality, and 

gift them for any and many occasions, to students, wherein he would teach; and the places 

he taught were plenty, that included the College of Fine Arts (Karnataka Chitrakala 

Parishath), Christ College (both at Bengaluru) and at Hampi University. Many a times 

he would specify that he picked up the books not because of the textual matter in them 

but because of the beauty of the drawings and watercolours in and on them. As if to 

complement his novel attempts to influence the future cover page designers and artists 

with ‘visual activism’ like this, he would also avail plenty of opportunity to the students 

to create cover page designs. This was in order to bring in certain freshness as well 

as a certain avant garde into the grammar of cover pages. The cover pages he got it 

done through his students, that adored the covers of the Kannada books published from 

Christ University and literary magazines in Kannada were, not matter how attractive, 

meaningful and delightful they might not have been, they contested the established 

cover page artists’ productions which were reaching a freezing point as far as aesthetic 

quality was concerned. If one recalls what Ramachandra Sharma would always indicate 
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when he said “neither the cover pages nor the poetry of Navya times could comprehend 

with the known readers’ expectations”.*9*

Chi. Srinivasaraju was active as a publisher and tutor till the turn of the century; 

and fortunately the cover pages produced because of his co-operative ideology of 

publication differ and deviate from the narcissist self-love of the Navya cover pages 

that carried the faces of mostly the male-dominated Kannada litterateurs. Ironically, 

when a commemorative volume about Srinivasaraju was published, the cover page had 

a bluish sepia monochromic photography about him! As a publisher, author and editor, 

he had the freedom to self-publish, though it was an excuse to publish it from the college 

he used to teach. More than having the freedom to do so, he was the one conscientious 

publisher who knew that he had the freedom for cover page and knew the importance 

of the impact of the appearance of a given text. Despite being an ardent adorer of the 

leftist politics he was an agnostic, an avant garde and the impact of his personality is 

not seen in the cover pages he produced but the advantage that an artist could take 

from him while designing the cover page is seen. B. Devraj, an artist who has done 

innumerable cover pages for him as well as for ‘Abhinava’ publications endorses this 

view point. All the aura and protocol that known and established publishers proposed, 

were all sidelined, and cover pages were used as free radicals, not to ‘illustrate’ the 

content it covered, but to express what one felt about it from an artistic perspective. 

Further, many artists rejuvenated in or brought back into practice the tradition of 

consuming and converting cover page as a ‘white cube’ space. It was a space to display 

one’s artistic expression, with the excuse of artistically re-covering a text. Earlier 

artists did not differentiate between their cover page designs and their works, till 1970s 

(M.T.V.Acharya, Shankar, G.Y.Hubliker and the like). It was at the same time that 

many other artists did not differentiate between their studio practices and art school 

‘demonstrations’ (R.M.Hadapad, J.M.S.Mani, B.K.S.Varma, M.B.Patil and the like). 

As and when the white cube concept, owing to the economic excess and growing 

gallery culture in Bengaluru and other cities of Karnataka, increased, the cover page 
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became subsidiary and artists clearly identified their studio practice as more precious, 

and the cover pages were literally left on the streets or inside the book shops to be 

bare themselves nude to the audience (with due apologies to Marcel Duchamp’s work, 

“Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors”).        

(IX)  Historiography, Existential Navya and ‘covering’ the Angst : 

The responsibility of creating cover pages were, at this stage in 1960s to 80s were 

gradually taken over by well known artists who got their training with more 

contemporary approach either through their gurus in the State or outside the States, 

mainly at modernist and contemporary art schools at Kala Bhavana, Viswabharathi 

university, West Bengal or/and at Faculty of Fine Arts sections at Maharaja Sayyojirao 

University at Baroda. This was also an art historical period wherein a discourse from 

within the aesthetic premise was uniquely resolved from outside the mainstream 

preconception. In other words, the grand old colonial art pedagogue issue in Karnataka 

was sorted out wherein those artists who were self taught or ‘outsiders’ to the art of 

this land also were considered as part of the mainstream art history, when art history 

itself was becoming the ‘mainstream’ in Karnataka in general and through Kannada 

language in particular.  

The influence of other publications in varying Indian languages became more and more 

available, while the renewed energy to re-interpret Ravi Varma’s oleographic prints 

almost after a century brought in a contemporary awareness to the notion and tradition 

of cover page designing. The advent of off-set printing and then the digital age altered 

the speed, methodology, visualisation and more than anything, the ideology behind 

the making of cover pages, the back covers and the blurbs. New fonts were innovated, 

varieties were sought, fonts were largely bifurcated into the formal and the informal 

categories and eclectic combinations of varying fonts were commixed. 

The cover pages of the primary text books, Kannada version of the monthly 
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‘Chandamama’ magazine, well known publishers like G.B. Joshi’s Manohara Granta 

Maale, the dailies like ‘Thaayinaadu’ edited for a decade by artist-politician Rumale 

Chennabasappa and many others publications were just the result of a self-consciously 

adopted desire to promote the language in Kannada through a certain visuality. There 

was a subversive tendency to bring into a regional/nativity to ‘visualising’ a Kannada 

cultural context. The factual and narratives of how writers like Galaganatha had carried 

Kannada books on their heads, selling it from home to home, just a few decades ago, 

had become legends of their own rights. In other words, the cover pages were part of a 

movement to define and sustain Kannada as a language and a culture, which arguably 

culminated in the Gokak Movement in the 1980s.*10* 

The cover pages of the Mysore province in 1940s and 50s were hence consumed as a 

thematic support of what was later phrased as the Navodaya movement in literature. 

This notion of ‘thematic support’ is remarkable because of the fact that the visual 

representations did not immediately enjoy the freedom from being subversive to literary 

contents. In fact it is arguable whether visual representation in general and visual culture 

in particular did completely enjoy a certain freedom from its literary dependence, until 

Kannada cinema and its attachments or is this kind of an optimistic expectation from the 

cover page is an afterthought, the result of the current dissatisfaction about how one’s 

ancestors’ were treated (the way literature treated or ill-treated its visual counterpart in 

the past, in the Kannada context)*11* 

However, since Indian independence, the cover pages, did not, even for a brief moment, 

till the arrival of Navya kavya (poetry), strive for self dependency. Just like a cover 

page ‘rests’ or leans on a cover of a book, there was the requirement of an institutional 

back support for the cover pages to be categorised, theorised and formulated, which 

however were being mass-produced. Michel Foucault speaks about such and similar 

conditions, when he says that inter-disciplinarity is not the interaction between to 

streams of epistemology but that of one established mode of knowledge ‘with’ another 

non-established but potential mode of knowledge.*12* 
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With the Navya literature movement, the illustrations within and cover designs on 

the surface of the books arguably strived for equality with literary expressions. But 

the essence of the visual imagery on the covers is linked to the essence of literary 

expressions of varying genre, throughout.  In other words, the cover page designs from 

1950s onwards were indicative though not illustrative of the content within the books, 

which implies that they self-refuted a self sustaining essence ‘upon’ themselves. The 

content was elsewhere, underneath, hidden within the books, to which the visual cover 

designs and pictures were ‘indicators’ to. They refuted a self-dependency, to not let go 

of the interdependency on literariness, formulate the beginning chapter of the cover 

pages immediately during the post-independence of Karnataka or Mysore State.

(X)  A unique case for inter-disciplinarity: Chandamama : 

The content of fiction and non-fiction texts might not have had affected by the way the 

cover pages were done in Kolkata, owing to the fact that printing technology at Bengal 

was well advanced owing to the presence of the colonisers, from ages, over there; 

though other technical innovations like electricity came first to Kolar, Bengaluru etc and 

not Bengal. Technology commixed with cultural positions were what the Bengal must 

have influenced Kannada culture of visualisation, but a comparison of the long history 

of periodicals like ‘Desh’ patrika of Bengal and ‘Sudha’, ‘Prajamatha’, ‘Tharanga’ 

(weekly publications in Kannada) indicates that the covers mutually deviated between 

the two States, reducing the overwhelming presence of the Bengal bhadralok 

behaviour, upon the Mysoreans. This affected the history of cover pages as well in the 

Mysore State. This claim seems specific to the visual cultural expressions of Karnataka, 

since the claim ‘Art for Art’s Sake’ preoccupied the imagination of the art produced in 

Karnataka, for a long time and is even now the mantra or motto of many senior artists. 

In many interviews with several artists, the claim is obvious for several reasons. That 

art should not depend ‘upon’ external factor, it should not be ‘indicative’ of elsewhere; 

and the inarticulate verbal discursive ability of the visual artists, in comparison with the 

literary personalities writing mainly in Kannada – are some reasons for this. In other 
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words, the chronological development of the Kannada cover pages indicates the history 

of visual culture in general and visual arts of Karnataka is by and large simply because 

of the mutual relation that written words had with depicted visuals. There are words 

unwritten (alisalaagada lipiya bareyabaaradu – should not write a script that cannot 

be erased – Allama Prabhu, a medieval saint) and pictures unpainted (the imagination 

of Aryans before the illustrations by Acharyas and Varmas). In this sense, the cover 

page tradition brought in a happy collaboration between represented words and visuals. 

Analogically the apathy towards spoken words, discourses, written criticism about 

visual arts of Karnataka (not so very) coincidentally complemented visual arts.                

Consider the cover pages of the popular monthly ‘Chandamama’ magazine in Kannada. 

Shankar, M.T.V.Acharya, G.K. Satya was all illustrating the inside and cover pages of 

the stories which were already well known in similar magazines. After the advent and 

existence of two colour letter press into the cover pages that adorned the covers of most 

fiction and nonfiction books, the multicolour cover pages of Chandamama had a direct 

impact on the intention and essence of the covers – to draw the reader’s attention through 

view-points, since they are already familiar mythological stories. The colourfulness of 

the cover images and the compulsive narrative elements were meant to transform the 

audience/reader to an altogether different world, for both the young the old alike, in 

order to escape from the new order of Indian sophistication involved in democracy, 

that led to two wars with neighbours like China and Pakistan; as well as facilitated the 

imposition of political Emergency in 1970s. The fact that Chandamama was published 

in various south Indian languages also confirms this idea of the necessity to feed the 

mass, to a new utopian order, when the country was attempting at self governance. 

The tradition of Chandamama also implies the artistic expression in a public premise 

without offending the growing hunger for political and economic sectors. The shift 

from two colours, letter press technology to the off-set techniques and the arrival of 

multicoloured cover pages via Chandamama was both an indication of the changing 

times of technology that realised and imposed a glossy mythical appearance to the past. 

Cover pages in Kannada indicated more than it was supposed to do, through seeming 
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folklores like Chandamama: build an aesthetically comfort zone not to be comfortable 

inside but not to disturb the comfort of those lying just outside one’s comfort zone, 

both aesthetically as well as politically. This was true with mainstream art as well as 

neighbouring countries surrounding India.  

It is at this second stage, after the shift over from the letter press, literary-dependant, 

mostly monochromic cover pages to the multicolour, colourful letter press cover that 

the dependence on literature was replaced by the urge for a neo-mythical depiction 

a la Raja Ravi Varma. The visual culture of the country was by and large controlled 

by the communist publications of U.S.S.R due to the Nehruvian policies as well as 

the five years plans. Raduga publishers produced cover pages, which almost literally 

embossed the Marxist-realist ideology rather than evoke creative nuances. It was more 

of a neo-cultural-political imposition of an external ideologue into the imagination of 

the Kannada audience rather than being a two way visual cultural exchange.  

The cover pages, a la Ravi Varma and Chandamama thus also competed with the 

tabloid still images of films which were yet mostly in black and white. Local, regional, 

vernacular and national mythical past was being ‘reclaimed’ in certain ways, for which 

the cover pages served as a legitimate cover.*13* 

When there was an urgency to popularise Kannada literature, both fiction and non-

fiction, the cover pages seemed to have taken a leap in faith. That was an age when 

the mythology, the past, history and nostalgia of the nation was being re-imagined on 

the basis of Ravi Varma and S.M.Pandit’s oleographs’ popularity, as well as on the 

basis of a language-specific visuality. The blunt nosed, rotund features of the cover 

page designs by M.T.V. Acharya were re-classified clearly into two categories of the 

sharp featured, tall and fair Aryan race and the Southern dark faced, round featured 

Dravidians by artists like Chandranath Acharya. This is a remarkable transformation of 

not only the representational methodology but also mediatic choices in the making of 

the Kannada visuality through the cover pages.
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While M.T.V.Acharya’s cover pages did not visually adhere to the soumya and roudra 

characteristics as prescribed by the texts about the mythical characters, Chandranath 

very clearly divided them. For instance in M.T.V’s cover page illustrations; every 

figure was masculine and robust in nature and appearances while Chandranath divided 

his cover images into the Aryan, the Dravidian, masculine and feminine graces in 

accordance with the demand of the popular imagination. The latter’s versions have 

remained to be glossy, seals the open ended dialogue about the Aryans being outsiders 

or insiders, and evokes the visual imagination of the nation in very clear terms, which 

makes him an absolutist.

Artist M.T.V. Acharya, the man who initiated a correspondence course in visual arts 

(first of its kind in India, arguably), connected his works with the notion of the desire 

for a regional kind of avant garde and hence his cover pages are connected with art 

pedagogy. The cover pages of M.T.V indicated an autobiography of an artist who was 

also a tutor while Chandranath’s cover pages might have had found solace in resting 

the case by coming to terms with the glossy demand of an already existing populist 

imagination. 

Hence the book cover pages in Kannada culture surpassed the legalities of being mere 

dispassionate indicators of a certain pre-decided content and surged up to become the 

representatives of its creator’s biographies of certain kind.*14* 

 (XI)   Chronology as an Interventionalist device for uncovering imagery :

While looking at the cover pages of books in Karnataka in general and Kannada books 

in particular, today, what stands out is a uniform glossy nature of appearances that seem 

to stitch the differences of genres and categories of publications. Is it a late capital 

onslaught through the instrument of uniformity that has ironed out differences that cover 

pages so much held at various stages over the decades, to nullify meaningfulness to the 

co ver pages, to make space for mere visible design ‘patternization of appearances’? 
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This kind of glossiness, might be used for the lack of appropriate categorisational 

terminology, right now; and it occurred when the hand paintings of banners were 

replaced by wider and quicker flex prints. 

It was since 1990s, when the open market policy of the central government occurred, 

the overall cultural variety was at the danger of being ironed out. Since these changes, 

of which the tradition of cover page designing/illustrations/art is a part and parcel of, 

were inevitable. The language-specific cultural resistance of the cover pages took a 

new stride. It was something similar to how the cover page tradition readjusted itself 

when the genuine cause of Indian independence came to its logical conclusion and then 

the idea of Navya and existential angst took over the language of depicting the visual 

graphics of freedom narratives, for the cover pages.

In a way, cover page is beyond being a mere surface of a book that can be changed and 

altered, with every new edition. Or ideally speaking, it should have been so. Even to 

this day, one thing that the readers remember about their experience of going through 

the novels and stories of S.L. Byrappa and Yashwanth Chittala’s writings are the stark 

monochromic black and white portraits of the respective writers, on the back cover 

of the books. These images are etched into the psyche of the imagination of Kannada 

culture, among the readers. It is culturally frozen in the mind of the reader, as much as 

the small fonts of the exhaustive number of pages and words in Byrappa’s novels. Till 

the arrival of digital age, along with the smell, sound of the flip of the pages and yellow 

ochreish colour of the papers, the appearance of the cover page was inevitable part and 

parcel of it. 

The art of book making, despite initially being controlled and contrived by the economics 

and technology that took the imagination of the country, the Kannada cover pages of 

both the fictive and non fictive variety, the academic and the popular, the children as 

well as the nature’s books, were all in all following a certain nuance specific to the 

imagination of Kannada culture. In fact the cover page tradition added to imagining 
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Kannada in certain ways, and not that it merely followed a certain given pre-order.  

*

Consider the cover pages of the ‘one rupee book’ scheme that the Karnataka government 

brought into practice in 1980s. The books were marketed very well not only for its 

cheap price but also for its inclusive nature. However the cover page design as well 

as the letterings of the title and the author’s names, was uniform, dull and lacked 

imagination, that too when a concrete body of Kannada culture was presented through 

a cheap priced set of one hundred books for one hundred rupees.   

It is obvious that the possible utopian independence of visuals in the covers are always 

controlled, contrived and contributed by the factually inevitable verbal descriptions 

of the titles, authors, publishers and the blurbs. The font style changed as and when 

the imagery did and due to technological advances. It also means that they changed 

according to the limitation and abilities of the cover page artists who could inculcate 

the essence of printing technology into their ability to represent. P.S.Kumar, for 

instance, was the illustrator for Kannada Prabha daily newspaper which contributed 

to his mode of visualising the cover pages. Kumar has remained as a consistent 

achromatic illustrator/artist, because of his belongingness to the painterly limitation 

of Indian Express group. His best remembered illustrations have not been the cover 

pages but the illustrations he did for the novels (B.L. Venu’s novel about Chitradurga). 

Like his serious mainstream artworks, his illustrations are basically linear and remain 

linear-dominant despite adding one or two colours to the cover pages that he produced 

for most publishers like Navakarnataka, India Book House among others. In this 

sense, Kumar’s cover page designs were in direct proportion to the limited market of 

readership of Kannada books and viewership in Kannada films.
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PART- IV

 (XII)  The Culturing Fonts: from container to the publiciser 

Often cover page artists like P.S.Kumar, Gujjarappa and Makali would also design 

Kannada fonts along with pictures. The gloss that embodies the appearance of Kannada 

cover pages is due to the anxiety of a cultural (and cultured) competition between 

various Indian language publications. Now the cover pages are held to be inevitable 

stakeholders of the sales as well. The cultural implication of cover pages not only 

decided how it is going to be displayed, the reverse of it as well had its own implication. 

For instance, the way the books are displayed in the institution of museumising books, at 

the CCL or the City Central Library, was to see a section of it; and the cover page would 

not be displayed prominently. Whereas the bookshops, book fairs and advertisements 

would display the cover pages or the frontal appearance of the books. The display of 

books beyond the library culture into the book fairs and commercialised book shops 

was one of the many reasons as to why the cover pages got a glossy surface and a 

brilliant appearance in terms of its colourfulness. The shift from the side section to 

the frontal appearance was also the metamorphosis from the ‘container of essence’ 

to the ‘publiciser of the essence’, which is specific to the historicity of the history of 

Kannada cover pages at the turning point of a democratic nation to an open market 

one. Like Kannada films, the market for Kannada books are marginal, supported by the 
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Government subsidiary and Linguistic Institutions*15* 

(XIII)  Close studies of specific landmarks in cover pages :

The question as to whether the phrases ‘Kannada as an identity in cover pages’ and 

‘cover pages of books in Kannada’ can mutually be exchanged, positions the consistent 

contribution of cover pages to the language and its culture. This is being claimed from 

the background of few historic truths that cover pages are genuinely and generally 

marginalised in the mainstream discourse of visual arts (though not in visual culture), 

the interplay between words and visuals are inseparable and it is one premise wherein 

such a bifurcation is a taboo. Whether an already existing visual premise, awareness 

and familiarity was inculcated into and as cover pages is one more aspect that needs a 

deep speculation in the context of Kannada culture. Or was the tradition of cover pages 

in Kannada attempting to construe a certain Kannada-visual-culture through itself, 

is another benchmark from wherein the cover page discourse can be continued. 

Without attempting for any easy answers of colour, race, caste and taste, here are 

closer studies and open ended discourses presented about a few well known and newer 

cover pages in the Kannada context, randomly selected. This should be examined in 

the background that almost 10 books get published per day in Kannada, if the books 

that are submitted for book review, to the leading newspaper like ‘Prajavani’ is any 

indication. This awareness exists in the background of the fact that the hue and cry 

about saving Kannada, presuming that it is a dying language at one hand and is a classic 

language on the other, positions the fate of cover pages in a catch-22 situation wherein 

the cover for a content, which can be considered as the content itself, is the crux or 

the essence of any discourse about art. The following closer reading of the specified 

cover pages tries to deconstruct some of the seminal texts, both fiction and non-fiction 

in the Kannada cultural context.    

An analysis of the cover page of ‘Samskara’ novel : 

PICTURE 1 & 2 :

The novel ‘Samskara’ published in 1965, written by Prof. U.R. Ananthamurthy, is 

about the burial ritual of a Brahmin whose mundane behaviour was unconventional. The 

cover page designed and picturized by artist S.G.Vasudev and it is befittingly his specific 

style, which is visible in most murals he has done in and around the city of Bengaluru. 
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The language of visual depiction or the visual alternative briefing of Samskara (this 

is how the novel’s visual aspect can be termed, with the standpoint that the visual is 

a Derridian ‘supplement’ to the text, but not an illustration.) is that of the European 

minimalism; yet the pyre, so much associated with ritual is popularly associated. 

The visual draws parallels between ‘Minimalism’ and a Hindu ritual, establishing a 

negotiative cultural discourse, which the novel itself doesn’t hint anywhere. The letter 

font of the title is also an inevitable part f the visual, keeping in mind the history of the 

artworks of Vasudev, because he is known to commix Kannada letters with his pictures 

in his artworks, by and large, consistently. The technically archaic print does not hint at 

any outdated design but can be relevant even to this day, if one considers the visually 

sterile and design-oriented nature of the more contemporary (technology-wise) cover 

page of the same novel by an anonymous artist/designer. The novel is thus expressive 

in three different media of creative expression: as a novel, a film as well as various 

and varying versions of cove pages. The question that the cover pages, because of 

its recurring variation in visualising a set text, is this: does the authority of a frozen 

text (novel) consider the cover pages as subservient variants? If so, what happens to 

the film which claims and hence subsides the novel as a supportive-text to its own 

self? In other words, the text which marginalises the cover pages in the populist 

imagination, in turn gets marginalised as a reference text to cinema. In this sense 

the cover page(s) of ‘Samskara’ novel becomes an ever variable text, wherein it does 

not establish the novel as a rare unique cultural text for breaking such interdisciplinary 

grounds, but for indicating the fact that when a text traverses boundaries of media of 

expression, it redefines the visualisation of Kannada culture itself, which is by and 

large is authenticated as ‘text-oriented’.

The back cover of Samskara in Picture 2 indicates the importance of the novel, as to 

how many accolades it has acquired and how many art forms it has spilled over into. It 

also unusually mentions the name of the artist who designed the cover pages. It is one 

way of claiming that a renowned artist has done the cover page, but it does not consider 

the cover itself as an artwork, though. 

PICTURE 3 :

Samskara was published as part of hundreds of books, during Vishwa Kannada 

Sammelana, by the then Chief Minister Gundurao and was sold as part of a hundred 
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Kannada books-for-hundred-rupees. Since Samskara was part of innumerable published 

books, the cover page design it carried was the cover page of all the other books, 

except for the titles, letters. The pictures of Samskara (of each and any other cover page 

in that series, for that matter) shared its semblance with others, as if to unify Kannada 

culture through literary discourse, through its visual simulacra! And the one peculiar 

aspect of this cover page is the absence of any figures and images. It is just a cover page 

done with geometrical shapes and two colours. One is entitled to identify Samskara only 

through the written matter, since the visual design resembles and syncs with a hundred 

other books, literally. Does the content of a book, fiction or otherwise, Samskara in 

this case, agree to be part of this Kannada-hood fraternity? This question gains more 

prominence due to the fact that it was written elsewhere, in another country (England) 

and has a faint reference to other European texts, films and theatre, as the author has 

admitted elsewhere. ** “It is wrong to compare Samskara film with ‘Thithi’ (2015)” 

(B.N. Hanif) said a leading journalist on culture, when this author had an interview 

with him. The conclusive statement was rather baffling: both were films, one was based 

on a novel while the other was a novel effort in making realistic-existentialist cinema in 

Kannada about a clan (Samskara is about Brahmins while Thithi is about the farming 

community, identified in Karnataka as a caste—the vokkaligas). If this argument is 

extended over to what the Karnataka government did to the cover page under ‘one 

rupee per novel’ scheme to Samskara, the cultural premise of producing various and 

varying cover pages for a specific text becomes a curious jeopardised case of identity 

and self hood of Kannada culture. 

While PICTURE-4 is one of the most unrelatable imagery as a cover page for samskara, 

as far as its narrative it concerned, it is a quick derivative of the melting watch painting 

by Salvador Dali. In the cover pages initially produced for Samskara, there was a 

semblance, a reference, an attempt to visually re-interpret the text. However, this image 

in picture-4 seems to be the most distanced, ambiguous visual for a narrative, which 

in turn demands to be read as an independent identity, as severely independent as the 

single cover page for one hundred books was enslaved. It could also be an indication 

of what the cultural logic of the late and neo-capital can do to region-specific referents 

like Samskara.  

Consider PICTURE 5 and 6 of the same book. No amount of similarity between the 

author and the publisher could avoid de-narrating of the imagery of this novel on the 
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cover page. The two parts in PICTURE-6 contains the cover pages of the translated 

versions of Samskara in Telugu and English. In Telugu, the monochrome imagery of 

one of the protagonist enacted by Girish Karnad decorates the cover page (in Telugu 

version) while the English translation by A.K. Ramanujan has generalised yellow 

human beings, painted as the ‘ethnic’ and ‘oriental’ types, illustrated by artist Bhaskar, 

who has created the picture as a cover page (and not as an artwork). The drawing, 

painting and lay outing of this cover page takes care of the spaces necessary all around 

the three human figures, to fit in the title, wordings and the necessary ingredients of 

cover pages. This care is more than rendering to the content of the book: samskara has 

become a neo-exotic sojourn for three beings lost in the darkness; and is adheres closer 

to the text than Vasudev’s cover design which tends to create an alternative entity for 

the text. One cannot imagine both the Telugu and English cover pages on the cover of 

the Kannada original of the same novel, for one reason that the author has been more 

popular than the face on the Telugu cover (though both are Jnanapeet awardees) while 

the imagery of the English cover might seem too distanced in Kannada because it fits 

in more into the theatrical jargons of preparing pamphlets. It has the language of the 

Expressionist painter Beckmann, which has been used in Kannada theatre intensely 

even now, while its visual art avatar, due to the influence of the Baroda Narrative 

School, is concluded and wound, two decades ago. 

Conclusively, the several cover pages of Samskara produced over the last five decades 

and at least in three languages, indicate the desire inherent within the cover page 

to address its multiple avatars, as mutually deviant entities while addressing a 

known similar text. There are other texts, both fiction and non-fiction, in Kannada, 

now legendary, reprinted time and again, which have captured the imagination of 

the Kannada speaking crowd or about the Kannada speaking community, even in 

translations. The cover pages of well know fictions include Shankar Mokashi Punekar’s 

“Avadeshwari” while non-fiction cover pages include those like “Bhitti” (S.L. Byrappa’s 

autobiography), “Hulmaavina Mara” (P. Lankesh autobiography).

(XIV)  Cover pages as Cultural Archive :

The cover pages of Kannada texts, that include literary texts, fictions, critical and 

non-fictions, arguably, withhold certain uniqueness about being and challenging the 

essence of archiving. Strangely, for the same reason, there is no archiving of this 
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archiving—the cover pages. Equally strange is the fact that this character of being 

uniquely archival, is shared with neighbouring fields of cultural expressions like that 

of cinema, literature and the like. Though difficult and inappropriate to elaborate on 

how those fields have together contributed to the production of a certain dimension of 

archiving of a culture, cover pages of Kannada books in general and original Kannada 

texts in particular have primarily addressed the notion of archiving, contesting it, often 

even refuting it, but nevertheless redefining it, which is very crucial to the visual culture 

of the subaltern, marginal and post-colonial kind.   

Owing to the fact that writing in Kannada is not as economically viable or profitable 

like the writings in English, in the context of Indian culture and its subsidiary 

preoccupations (like art reviews, curatorial writings, book reviews), the cover pages of 

Kannada do not advertise what it contains as much as it uses already existing aspects 

of advertising ability. To mention a tangential example, there were literary magazines 

like ‘Lankesh Patrike’ (weekly, edited and published by P. Lankesh, a renowned 

Kannada litterateur and journalist) and “Hai Bangalore” (edited and published by 

Ravi Belegere, another litterateur and journalist) which boasted as ‘advertisement-free 

magazines’. However, within the politics of their pictorial and textual depiction, they 

used to use the photographs of popular personalities like the famous Kannada cine 

actor, Dr. Raj Kumar, so much so that the news about him in the inside pages would 

occupy lesser space than that which his photograph on the cover page occupied. This 

is exactly what is meant by re-engaging the already existing ability of populism and 

advertisement-ability of well known images (even) in cover pages. 

The cover pages were initially more monochromatic, became colourful during the 

advent of the printing technology while due to the arrival of digital age, the notion of 

the imagery itself seem to have become more spontaneous. All together, even while 

using the pre-existing potential of an image for cover page, the tradition of publishing 

the ‘faces’ of authors on books in Kannada were opposing one thing: there were no 

varieties of realism or realistic style consistently established despite the intense usage 

of a certain technology, a part of which photography – the promoter of realism – was 

inevitably serving the production of cover pages. The Kannada cover pages, no matter 

what they did not promote, also refused any genre of reality through them, which 

makes them able representatives of the utopian notion of ‘art for art’s sake’. This is 

seemingly analogous to the notion of the general content of archiving. An archive 
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is meant to document without an iota of choice as its essence. It cannot be partial, 

should not take a stance of its own and should act as primary source for interpreters 

and interpretations. However the heroic narratives of history, archiving and a lot more 

epistemological premises have been ably contested proving such utopian position itself 

as a wishful modernist idealism rather than reality. Otherwise, how else would the post-

colonial, marginal, subaltern and the like is born if the heroic narrative (alone) was 

right? Kannada cover pages, as a certain kind of archive does document rather than 

promote, if at all one is able to distinguish between the two, because archiving itself 

would (and has) taken a certain standpoint regarding its design, lettering, the colour 

scheme it follows. Promotions need not always be ‘for’ the economic gains, but gains 

have been more serious and ideology based, in case of the cover pages. 

In the considerably popular television quiz program “That Antha HeLi” (meaning 

‘answer immediately’), the Kannada books were given away as prices. The cover 

pages and the titles of the volumes would be displayed as close up covers, fitting 

into the frames of the television. The texts, rather than the cover pages were the ones 

which were popular in advertising those books. Also some of the most unknown but 

mundanely useful books were gifted, so as to advertise them; or was advertised in the 

form of gifting them away. 

Book covers as archives is a visual cultural behaviour that Kannada cultural definition 

-- which is by and large defined by the literary expressions –cannot easily comprehend. 

Kannada book covers hint at the possibility of ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ archive of sorts, 

which breaks away from the convention of archive, since the latter is mainly literary-

generated construct. Book covers from last seven decades in Karnataka, since Indian 

Independence, has been first of all used as a mode of communication through multiples. 

Its basic premise, if at all it’s agreed upon, is to publicise the content of the book, 

without actually advertising. In a larger context, it speaks about the literary hierarchy 

within which visuality, not excluding cover pages, is marginalised. Hence the way the 

cover pages are addressed, is marginal, more decorative and like a Derridian ‘frame’ 

which is not outside the content, nor is it inside. Hence cover pages of Karnataka, either 

in Kannada or in other languages, had a visuality which stores an unexplored memoir 

and memory of visual politics that is to be treated as an archive of a deviant nature, 

which redefines archiving itself in newer light.
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PART- V

(XV) CONCLUSION: Covering from Beginning to End :

Cover pages in Karnataka, created for fiction and non-fiction books, popular and literary 

magazines, both academic and domestic, and has been subject to specific representational 

politics of its own, since and because of the political independence of the nation. They 

are articulated by those who are necessarily outsiders and those who feel that cover 

page, hence, is substantial in its cultural preoccupation and responsibilities. However, 

reading into cover pages like reading or analysing visual mainstream artworks, since 

cover pages are arguably artworks, has much to offer in the context of Karnataka. 

The cover pages, when altered for the same text over a period of time, during reprints or 

reedits, speaks a ton about how it is a space taken for granted, that too when one is sure 

that the text itself doesn’t undergo any alterations. ‘An ambiguous visual for a frozen 

text’ could be the easiest definition of cover pages. However, what is specific to this 

genre in Karnataka is the fact that the cover page itself was attempting to sort, though 

not solve, a certain issue specific to the mainstream visual media of the State: the 

uneasy relation between visuals and words in the history of Karnataka art of twentieth 

century was made more concrete by the practice of cover pages. Also the prejudice of 

frontality and back page within the tradition of cover page is because of faith in a certain 

order, dictated mostly by a certain faith and language. There is no strong tradition of 

reading from right to left or from bottom to right, in the Kannada context. It implies, 

for instance, that Japanese and the Arabic texts have not been much translated into 

Kannada/Indian context. The order and procedure of looking and seeing cover pages is 
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dictated and further gets decided by the cover page tradition of a land. 

These cover pages refuted to promote, but agreed to provoke, due to the lack of 

the formulation of a steady market for Kannada books. Hence they claim a certain 

independence and autonomy from the role of being anorexic or subservient to the text 

that they ‘cover’. Also the tradition of visual arts in Karnataka wherein the illustrations 

and mainstream art were indistinguishable at certain point of time further led to the 

qualitative assurance of the sustenance of autonomy for visuality through cover pages. 

The quintessential quality of cover pages, specific to Karnataka lies in its ability to be 

a free agent, since it is liberated from the burden of the neo-capital logic. Subtle left 

and right wing politics of using cover pages to frame, formulate and frieze the mythical 

notions of the likes of Aryan and Dravidian did occur but it endorsed rather than create, 

which is a relief for now, in the time of everything being very right in representation 

politics. Cover pages have also entered into the hypertext, as-it-is, without bowing 

down to the radical assumptions of design politics in the social media. A cover page for 

a book, either soft or hard copy, remains a cover page, as it is, as it appears, as it was 

meant initially; and as it is supposed to be. 
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*1* The cover page of a brochure in the Imperial War Museum in London, published 

in 2004 claimed that “the British had to struggle a lot to restrain Hindus and Muslims 

fighting with each other at Bengal, when Gandhi was fasting”. This cover page of the 

brochure about India did support this claim, but the basic question as to ‘who brought 

about this divide between two Indian religions’ were unanswered, by and large, in 

the brochure, which implies that the imagination of the socio-political factual-truths 

through cover pages were contested by the Indian cover pages in general and the 

Kannada ones in particular, throughout. 

*2*Janaki Nair has written exclusively on this idea of nationhood, which she claims is 

an amalgamation of ideas borrowed from Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra. The claim is 

remarkable for its clear divide between States but doesn’t allow further opportunities to 

find out where such nationhood arrived at those very places that influenced, which makes 

the claim in the article a bit optimistic and less complementary to the contributions of 

aspects from within the cultural-geographic premise of Karnataka.

*3* An analogy can be drawn to what is intended over here as a matter of reflexion 

upon how Kannada culture could become rich by shifting over the cover page tradition 

from the decorative and descriptive premise to that of a theoretical one. In the recent 

catalogue write-up about artist A. Ramachandran, art historian R. Sivakumar has 

written that Ramachandran’s book-illustrations for children had a evolutionary 

approach, wherein the style of the pictures follow a chronological order so that the 

style is linked with the time in which it emerged, and in the future when the child 

who has read this book comes across the actual art, it would immediately place it 

in a chronological form. This kind of reading approach is appropriate to approach, 

interpret and intervene Kannada cover pages.  

*4* The famous comradelier-ship between Tipu Sultan--who ruled the State one and 

half century ago--and the sworn enemy-coloniser of the British - the French - was by 

then legendary, which however did not much affect the statehood friendship between 

the British monarchs and the Mysore Wodeyars.

*5*The now famous court case which the court artist of Mysore palace, K. Venkatappa 

FOOTNOTES :
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had filed against the editor O.C.Ganguly of ‘Modern Review’ (Kolkata), regarding the 

‘reverse’ publication of one of his art work in ‘Modern Review’, positions publication 

of artworks and publication as artworks as a clear cut premise for a battle between 

self-respect of the marginal, against the mainstream, heroic narratives. Read: 

K.Venkatappa’s bilingual (English and Kannada biography, Author: Prof. S.K. 

Ramachandra Rao, published by the Department of Kannada and Culture, Karnataka 

Government; and the book: (Kannada) “K. Venkatappa, Ondu Punaraavalokana” by 

author K.V. Subramanyam, 1994.

*6* A Oral interview by the current author with the film critic Muralidhara Khajane, 

conducted in September 2015 in Bengaluru

*7* Interview by the current author with N.A.M. Ismail, held in December 2015. 

*8* Yet another artist from Karnataka, like K.K.Hebbar, who worked from outside the 

bounds of his contemporary imagination of Kannada culture. He was a pioneer cover 

page cartoonist for the Times of India daily newspaper, published from Mumbai, for 

almost half a century. 

*9* During the occasion of a book release, Ramachandra Sharma was narrating an 

incident related to the cover page design of one of his initial books, a compilation of 

his poetry, called “Hesaragatthe”(meaning ‘a donkey that is put into service’). He 

recalls how the designer, artist and the poet were involved in a heated debate as to 

what to place first and above between the title (meaning ‘donkey’) and the author’s 

name. Either way it would mean ‘Donkey Ramachandra Sharma’ or ‘Ramachandra 

Sharma, the donkey’. In fact the poet was pinpointing at the limited design outputs in 

the tradition of cover page illustrations in Kannada. 

*10* There is a curious case about cover pages and its ability and potential for an 

intended empowering of what it ‘covers’, like say murals do to the thematic concern 

of the specific buildings upon which they rest. When the present author recently picked 

up a rare Kannada art magazine published in the 1930s called ‘Kala’, published by 

Kalamandir School of Art, edited by Aa.Na. Subbarao, the founder of the school, the 

cover page was a hand drawn doodle, which seemed contemporary for the time it was 

published (1930s, when Benjamin wrote his essay on mechanical reproductions). Later 

it was found out that the book seller on the foot path of M.G.Road, a self taught artist, 
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had drawn the cover page to sell the magazine faster! 

*11* By attachment I mean the black and white stills, the cover pages of the books 

which were compilations of the film songs which became a genre of its own kind and 

existed till 1980s overtook the imagination of the masses, more than the literature due 

to the obvious reasons of the ration between literacy and illiteracy.

*12* Read: Michel Foucault’s “Archaeology of Knowledge”.

*13* The cover pages, however, did not overdo or supersede the contents of a body 

(book) it was covering, until later in the 1990s, wherein, for example, it all began 

when the image of the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi was published and immediately 

officially withdrawn as cover images of a fortnightly, elsewhere in an Indian English 

weekly.

*14* In his autobiography “Kale Matthu Naanu” (Art and Myself), M.T.V’s writing style 

and his cover page pictures share the presence of the robust elements in his illustrations/

artworks. With Chandranath, it is his sense of humour and his caricatures, more than 

his realistic/mythical characterisation which claims better mutual correlations and 

acquires multidimensional visual impact.

*15* The IIL (Institute of Indian Languages), Mysore and the Rajaram Mohan Roy 

foundation purchase around 20% of the total number of a book published in Kannada 

at approximately 75% of the book price and the authors are paid ten percent of the 

overall sales or the number of copies printed, whichever both the publisher and author 

agree to. However, the cover page designing doesn’t have a fixed amount and varies 

according to the demand of the artist, if they are well known, or according to the time 

spent on the editing table, if it is a professional digital agency which is preparing the 

cover page according to the decision of the author and publisher, by and large.   
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(1)  Bengaluru Darshana (Kannada), Ed: Prof. M.H.Krishnaiah & Dr. Vijaya, 

Udayabanu Prakashana, Bengaluru, 2016.

(2) ‘Modern Review’, Ed: O.C. Ganguly, Kolkata.

(3) “Kalaa” monthy magazine, published from Kala Mandiram (School of Arts), 

Ed: A.N. Subbarao, published between 1935 and 1950s.

(4) “Kale Matthu Naanu”, (Kannada), self publication, autobiography of popular 

cover page artist M.T.V.Acharya.

(5) “Avalokana”(both English and Kannada versions), published by the 

Department of Kannada and Culture, Bangalore.

(6) “Kalavarthe” monthly art magazine issues published from Karnataka Lalitkala 

Academy, Kannada Bhavana, J.C.Road, Bangalore.  Articles by writers referred in 

these issues are by N.Marishamachar, Dr. A.L.Narasimhan, K.V. Subramanyam, 

Chi.Su.Krishnashetty, Dr. R.H. Kulkarni, Dr. Shivananda Bantanoor among others.    

(7) Archives and book shops from throughout Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, 

Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata are being referred to.

(8) Libraries: College of Fine Arts (Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath, Bengaluru), 

Mythic Society (Bengaluru), Central libraries in Bengaluru, Dharwad, Gulbarga; 

and Bookshops in various towns and cities of Karnataka.

(9) Oral Interview with N.A.M. Ismail (Prajavani, Deccan Herald Press) and 

Muralidhara Khajane (The Hindu newspaper), Bengaluru.

(10) Oral interviews with artists/illustrators like Gujjarappa, Chandranath Acharya, 

P.S. Kumar, V.R.C. Shekar, Naganath, M.S. Prakash Babu, Dr. R.H.Kulkarni, D. 

Rajagopal, V. Gopal, Ra. Suri, K.K. Makali and Manohar Acharya.

(11) Issues of Literary magazines in Kannada like ‘Sanchaya’, ‘Abhinava’, 

‘Shudra’, ‘Namma Manasa’, ‘Parikara’, ‘Mathukathe’, ‘Theatre Mirror’.  
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Shikari – Novel - Yashwanth Chittala

Ambedkar Drushtiyalli Dalitaru mattu Mataantara – Dr. N.Chinnaswamy Sosale

Aavarana – Novel – S.L.Byrappa
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Buddhanige Saasive Tandavalu

Bhaashe mattu samajika sandarbha
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Ajnatanobbana Aatmacharitre – novel – Krishnamurthy Hanooru

Batavadeyagada Rasithi
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Ammana Jolige

Hannodane Addaraste Naadagalu Nudiyaagale – Chandrasheka Kambar



58

Ameerbai Karnataki

Kuvempu Kavya Yaana

Inti Namaskaragalu – Nataraj Huliyar



59

Anuvaada Samvaada

Ardha Kathaanaka



60

Betta Mahadana bali baaradiddare – Laxshmisha Tholpadi

Dalitara Melina Dovrjanya mattu Saamaajika Nyaaya



61

Chandanavana

Delhi Dairiya Putagalu



62

Yedege Bidda Akshara – Devanooru Mahaadeva

Everest – Translation – Vasudendra



63

Gaali Palagisida Baalaka

Gatistithi – Giri

Gangavva Gangamaayi- Novel - 
Shankara Mokashi Punekar

Naanu Kanda Geleyara Gumpu – She. Go. 
Kulkarni



64

Gojjavalakki Hudugalaarada Dhukka – Translation of A Grief 
to Bury – M.S. Asha Devi

Yakshagaana sthityantara – Dr.  Mohan Kuntar



65

Hudugalaarada Dhukka – Translation of A Grief to Bury – M.S. Asha Devi

Halagannada Lipi Lipikara Lipivyavasaya



66

Seetharama Shastri Hulimane Dinachariya Kadeya Putagalu – Jayashri Kasar-
avalli

Kamaladas Kamaladas



67

Kannada Sampradaayika vyaakaranagalu - Dr. P.Srikrishna Bhat

Kathe Heluve – Sukanya Kanaralli



68

Benda Kalu On Toast – Girish Karnad

Mahile Charitra Purana – Studies in Feminist HistoryKepina Dabba – Padmanabha Bhat



69

Benda Kalu On Toast – Girish Karnad Masuku Bettada Daari – M.R. Dattatri

Maiye Sooru Manave Maatu – Basavaraj Kalgudi



70

Manu Mannu Mauna – H.S. Raghavendra Rao

Marevina Balli – Sachidananda Hegde



71

Maya Kolahala – Maunesh Badiger

Neera Chiguru



72

Neera Megala Sahi Ooru Bhanga – Vivek Shanbagh

Savithri Bhai Phule



73

Naadada Navaneeta

M.S. Subbalakshmi A.K.Ramanujan



74

Naanu Malaala

C.N.Ramachandran C.N.Ramachandran



75

Ghachar Ghochar – Vivek Shanbagh Nenapina Halli – M.N. Srinivasan

Sahitya Spandana



76

Savannu Arasi – S. Shettar

Savannu Swagathisi – S. Shettar



77

Visva Ennuva Vismaya Shasanagalu Matthu Karnataka Samskruthi

Suduhagala Sollu



78

G.S. Shenoy

Suragi – Autobiography -U.R. Ananthamurthy



79

Kannada Cinema Thalemaru – N. Jagannatha Prakash

U.R. Ananthamurthy – Vajmaya – T.P.Ashok



80

Patravatsalya – Vijayanatha Shenoy

Vikramarjuna Vijaya



81

Yaana – Novel – S.L. Byrappa


